In Bathing in the Roman World, Fikret Yegül examines the social and cultural aspects of one of the key Roman institutions. Guiding the reader through the customs, rituals, and activities associated with public bathing, Yegül traces the origins and development of baths and bathing customs and analyzes the sophisticated technology and architecture of bath complexes, which were among the most imposing of all Roman building types. He also examines the reception of bathing throughout the classical world and the transformation of bathing culture across three continents in Byzantine and Christian societies. The volume concludes with an epilogue on bathing and cleanliness in postclassical Europe, revealing the changes and continuities in culture that have made public bathing a viable phenomenon even in the modern era. Richly illustrated and written in an accessible manner, this book is geared to undergraduates and graduate students for use in courses on Roman architecture, archaeology, civilization, and social and cultural history.
Fikret Yegül is professor of history of art and architecture at the University of California, Santa Barbara. When Beatrice Rehl offered me the opportunity to write a broadly conceived book on bathing in the Roman world, the fascination with the subject was too great to refuse. I wanted to abandon baths but baths did not want to abandon me. I think I was also fascinated because contrary to my previous studies this work was not about the archaeological complexities and technical details of baths but intended to be a general and generous approach to the subject. Foremost, it offered me a chance to cast my net wide and present my knowledge in the form of a narrative for the enjoyment of beginners and professionals alike. The title of this book appears to be restricted to bathing in the "Roman" world, but the narrative heeds its own momentum to reach out to the post-classical world in the last two chapters and includes the continuities and transformations of bathing culture of early Christian and Islamic communities and concepts of baths, bathing and cleanliness in European communities from the Medieval-Renaissance era to now. I was as much intrigued to follow the bathing delights and antics of Martial's characters as I was of Lady Montagu's fascinating accounts of Turkish baths and women in eighteenth century Constantinople-Istanbul. It is hard to ignore the East versus West controversy in customs of bathing or to hide pure delight at the splendid world of baths created by the Orientalist painters even when their shimmering, settings populated by exotic Muslim bathers tell more about the painter's fiction than the reality of his subjects.
Although the focus of this study is the social habit of bathing, the connection between the act and its architectural setting is inseparable. Bathing implies baths. Hence the considerable attention accorded to the architecture of individual examples. It is with pity I www.cambridge.org © in this web service Cambridge University Press Cambridge University Press 978-0-521-54962-2 -Bathing in the Roman World Fikret Yegul Frontmatter More information
